
393393
15% BODY KIT DISCOUNT: You will receive a 15% body kit discount when ordering a complete RIEGER kit (consisting of Spoiler lip / bumper, side skirts set and 
rear skirt (s) -inserts each suitable for a vehicle model. The discount is granted only for RIEGER spoiler parts made of ABS plastic. It is only valid as a kit if the parts have 
all been chosen for the same vehicle type. To receive the estate, give the followng code when ordering -15% BODYKITRABATT - with. The discount does not apply to „paint 
jobs“. The discount can not be combined with any other discounts.
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MOTEC  MCR2-ULTRALIGHT 
VA:    7,5x18 ET40 with  215/40-18
HA:   7,5x18 ET40 with  215/40-18

Picture. shows „ABS“ version with 
partial paint „green/black glossy
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 FOR VW POLO (AW) ONLY GTI / R-LINE ●▲◆●▼ §-symbols see flap

DISCOUNT
(see flap)

IMAGE-NO. ARTICLE-NO   § DESCRIPTION PRICE IN €

RIEGER front splitter for orig. front bumper
- Y 00047220 ▲ RIEGER front splitter for orig. frontbumper, VW Polo (AW) only GTI / R-Line, to facelift (to 05/2021), ABS 174,00
1 Y 00088167 ▲ like 47220, ABS/black-glossy 198,00

2 Y 00047221 ▲ RIEGER front splitter for orig. frontbumper, VW Polo (AW) only GTI / R-Line, from facelift (from 06/2021), ABS 174,00
- Y 00088297 ▲ like 47221, ABS/black-glossy 198,00

RIEGER side skirt approaches for orig. side skirts
3 Y 00047222 ▲ RIEGER side skirt approach, for orig. side skirt, left, VW Polo (AW) only GTI / R-Line, from 06/2017 incl. facelift from 06/2021, ABS 84,00
3 Y 00047223 ▲ RIEGER side skirt approach, for orig. side skirt, right, VW Polo (AW) only GTI / R-Line, from 06/2017 incl. facelift from 06/2021, ABS 84,00
- Y 00088298 ▲ like 47222, ABS/black-glossy 98,00
- Y 00088299 ▲ like 47223, ABS/black-glossy 98,00

RIEGER rear skirt insert for R-Line, with orig. exhaust silencer

4 Y 00047226 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert without tailpipe cut-out, VW Polo (AW) only R-Line, to facelift (to 05/2021), with orig. exhaust silencer,
incl. alu mesh, ABS, not for vehicle with hitch

198,00

- Y 00088322 ▲ like 47226, ABS/black-glossy 229,00

4 Y 00047224 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert without tailpipe cut-out, VW Polo (AW) only R-Line, from facelift (from 06/2021), with orig. exhaust silencer,
incl. alu mesh, ABS, not for vehicle with hitch

198,00

- Y 00088300 ▲ like 47224, ABS/black-glossy 229,00

RIEGER rear skirt insert for GTI and R-Line with sport-exhaust

- Y 00047227 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert, VW Polo (AW) only GTI, to facelift ( to 05/2021), with orig. exhaust, (not for vehicle with hitch), ABS
Note: rear skirt insert also fits VW Polo (AW) R-Line, to facelift (to 05/2021, in conjunction with sport-exhaust with double tailpipe left

198,00

5 Y 00088323 ▲ like 47227, ABS/black-glossy 229,00

- Y 00047225 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert, VW Polo (AW) only GTI, from facelift (from 06/2021), with orig. exhaust, (not for vehicle with hitch), ABS
Note: rear skirt insert also fits VW Polo (AW) R-Line, from facelift (from 06/2021), in conjunction with sport-exhaust with double tailpipe left

198,00

5 Y 00088301 ▲ like 47225, ABS/black-glossy 229,00


